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Protect Our Sustainable Economy 

After a long search to find a place to live in retirement, my husband and I settled near Paonia. It was 

important to us for our mental and physical health to relocate to an area where we could be active year-

round. The North Fork Valley (NFV) uniquely meets our needs to hunt elk, deer, turkey and fish nearby 

and still have an organic garden. In addition, we hike, bike and cross-country ski locally. Some people 

can live as vagabonds or readily move with little care. For other people, they feel a resonance with a 

geographic area and know they are “home.” No place has been “home” for me like Paonia.  

 

My top 5 values are clean air, clean water, clean soil, abundant wildlife and public lands recreation. 

These are what will maintain a sustainable economy in the coming decades. If these values and qualities 

are not respected and maintained, my property value will diminish, businesses (gardening, restaurants, 

hardware, grocery stores) in the North Fork that I rely on will suffer thus diminishing my quality of life. 

 

The NFV has the highest concentration of organic farms, orchards and wineries in the State. I appreciate 

the opportunity to buy fresh, local organic fruit and vegetables from farmers I know personally. Since 

the 1890’s, the NFV has been known for exceptionally tasty fruit. Our farmers rely on the Valley’s 

reputation as having clean air, water and soil to sell their agricultural products.  

 

Increased oil and gas development in and around our valley would threaten all of my values that led me 

to live here. It will destroy the sustainable local economy which relies on agriculture, including organic 

agriculture; recreation and tourism. According to the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission, 

there are 2 oil and gas spills/day in Colorado with 15 per cent or 108 spills per year fouling water. Our 

agriculture not only depends on clean water, it depends on the reputation for clean water, clean soil and 

clean air to inspire people to visit and buy our products both locally and what we export out of the 

valley.  

 

In the spring of 2010, I visited a Utah fracking water disposal pond. Within a few minutes, I developed a 

headache and nausea which lasted for a couple of hours after I left the area. The workers said my 

reaction was not uncommon and sheltered me in one of the offices. No one else in my group was 

overtly affected. I am apparently particularly susceptible to acute air pollution exposure from drilling 

activities. Acrylonitrile, methylene chloride, benzene and ethylbenzene, the substances associated with 

various processes of fracking, are known carcinogens and respiratory irritants. Air pollution from drilling 

will make it impossible for me to live in my home. The Declaration of Independence cites the 



unalienable rights of life, liberty and pursuit of happiness. If air and water pollution damage or destroy a 

person’s health or cause death, it most certainly violates that person’s unalienable rights. 

Since the winter of 2010, I have suffered autoimmune health issues that although the acute impacts 

have been resolved, the lingering effects will be with me for life. For over a year, I was unable to work 

and needed help with self-care. Without my husband’s help and health insurance, I would’ve been 

homeless. Health is critically important to me. Chemicals used in fracking affect the immune system as 

well as being carcinogens. I can tell you without a doubt that without health, you have nothing. 

 

I’m also concerned about the air pollution emissions effect on wildlife health because of my personal 

negative experience. If it adversely affects human health, it seems likely also affect wildlife health. 

 

Our drinking water comes from Stewart Mesa Ditch Company which shares the City of Paonia’s water 

supply. A nearby spring is Paonia’s water source. Drilling and the inevitable spills or “releases” are a 

direct risk to our water supply. Surface water contamination is inevitable if drilling proceeds.  

 

Minnesota Ditch Company provides our irrigation water. An open ditch and a creek convey some of 

Minnesota Ditch water, which makes it vulnerable to surface water spills. Most farms, towns and 

properties in the NFV utilize ditches, creeks or the river for their water supply. Once radioactive and 

toxic chemicals reach a ditch, creek or the North Fork of the Gunnison River, there will be no stopping it 

from reaching people’s farms and faucets. Contaminating our water supply would destroy our ability to 

live here, grow a garden and maintain the wetlands habitat we created on our property in partnership 

with Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), a Department of Agriculture program. A recent 

study in North Dakota from Duke University found the land and surface water streams contaminated 

from spills well above federal drinking water standards —as much as 35 times in the case of selenium. 

 

Fracking is a water-intensive operation. The North Fork Valley is a high desert which only averages 12-

15” of rainfall per year and we’ve been in a drought for over a decade. There have been some years 

when we ran out of irrigation water before the end of the growing season. In an area dependent on 

outdoor recreation and agriculture, we don’t have water to waste, squander or contaminate. Water 

contaminated by drilling operations cannot be returned to the water cycle safely. 

We spent several thousand dollars to support wildlife and continue to make habitat improvements. 

Without a safe supply of drinking water, our property value would plummet making it difficult to sell our 

home so we could move to a new home. 

 

A recent study by Citizens for a Healthy Community found that oil/gas drilling actually hurts local 

economies. The North Fork, my home, is the economic engine of Delta County, generating almost 



$2,249,646 in property taxes. If oil and gas development continues to be approved in the North Fork’s 

water and air shed, studies indicate a decrease in property values will result, probably in the 

neighborhood of 26 percent or almost $600,000. The revenue for the county generated by increased 

drilling and fracking of the Mancos Shale would result in less than $500,000, in other words, a net loss. 

Just as I did, other people move to the North Fork Valley for our sustainable economy based on 

agriculture, clean air, clean water, clean soil and recreation opportunities. They don’t move here to live 

in a “gas patch.”  

 

In addition, county expenses for road repair, increased law enforcement and strains on our emergency 

services would precede any economic benefit from drilling. 

 

Despite the North Fork’s economic contribution and majority opposition to more oil and gas 

development, the Delta County commissioners have ignored our concerns and not represented the 

North Fork’s constituency. An example of this is county commissioner’s support for Alternatives C and D 

in BLM’s (Bureau of Land Management) management plan for our area. These alternatives would open 

up 95 per cent of BLM land and minerals to leasing with only a patchwork of site specific management. 

The values of the North Fork must be respected. If the county commissioners continue to fail to respect 

our values and the overwhelming property tax contribution to county coffers, they will be shooting 

themselves in the economic foot. 

My husband and I, both seniors, have invested thousands of dollars to enhance wildlife and pollinator 

habitat on our property and will eventually rent organic pasture to local livestock growers. We have 

installed sprinkler systems, purchased equipment to till and seed plants to boost soil health and control 

invasive weeds. The equipment we have bought will enable us to live on our land long into our later 

years. Nowhere else have we invested our hearts, physical efforts and financial resources into our 

property. 

 

I want the county commissioners to follow the advice from Better City in their report on how Delta 

County can grow and thrive sustainably in the future. This study recommended supporting agriculture 

and tourism. They did not identify oil and gas development as benefiting the county. 

I support organic agriculture, the wineries, our small cattle ranches and small-scale farms. I DO NOT 

want CAFO's (concentrated animal feeding operation). I avoid eating meat raised in this stressful 

fashion. The risk to our water and air quality and our reputation has an organic, sustainably raised food 

hub is unacceptable to me.  

 

Private property rights are important but one neighbor should not be able to trample on the health, 

property values and rights of a neighbor. We need zoning in unincorporated Delta County to avoid 



neighbor disputes such as the Raymond/Hostetler chicken farm issue. This issue cost the county 

thousands of dollars needlessly. I object to my tax dollars being wasted on an issue that zoning could've 

prevented or if the commissioners had followed the recommendation of the planning commission.  

 

I don't want a junk yard, CAFO or industrial operation near my property. Motor vehicle service 

businesses in unincorporated Delta County tend to become junk yards. There should be a limit to the 

number of these businesses to both insure their financial viability and to avoid a proliferation of junk 

yard properties. 

 

Healthcare is important to keep the hospital open for all county residents, one of the county's largest 

employers, and for the senior population. Quality education is important to keep younger families in the 

county. I don’t see zoning as an issue for school buildings as the county already has too many high 

schools.  

 

Citizens should be able to have home-based businesses. Water companies will continue to restrict types 

of businesses based on water usage.  

 

I hunt for primarily two reasons. First, it rejuvenates my spirit to be in the woods and participate in an 

age-old tradition in the natural world. Secondly, I gain a feeling of self-sufficiency by killing my own 

meat. I hunt primarily on public lands. Industrial operations, such as drilling and heavy truck traffic 

would destroy my enjoyment of nature and drive away the game I am hunting. Independent research 

has been shown repeatedly that loss of habitat and habitat fragmentation from roads and energy 

development hurts wildlife populations, particularly elk and interferes with migration routes. 

Physiological monitoring shows a stress response even in animals that seemingly tolerate traffic and 

human presence. 

 

Another reason I enjoy living in the NFV is the opportunity to see the night sky with the constellations 

named by subsistence hunters thousands of years ago. I feel a connection to my heritage as a hunter. 

Light pollution from round-the-clock drilling operations diminishes this simple delight. I don’t want the 

residents of the North Fork Valley to join 80 per cent of Americans who cannot see the Milky Way, our 

galaxy, due to light pollution (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and Italy’s Light 

Pollution Science and Technology Institute). 
 



Master Plan Leads to Zoning 

I suspect that the Commissioners will end up adopting some version of zoning regulations as a result of 

this master plan process. I am extremely worried that they intend to use this plan to justify corner-to-

corner ag/oil and gas development zoning similar to those used in Montrose County -- there, zoning 

regulations pretty much allow anything, anywhere. That's why many commercial, confined animal 

facilities, for example, are going to Montrose County. They can do so by simply filing out a form and the 

only recourse for an impacted neighbor is to file a law suit. It's imperative that we make it clear during 

this master plan process that we want thoughtful planning that takes into consideration ALL of the 

rights, hopes and dreams of people who live, work and contribute to this community. 
 

Delta County Entrance Is Same As Delta City Entrance 
The entrance from Grand Junction needs to look prosperous.  How can this happen without  sewer 

service ?  Nice subdivision started, each one needs an engineered system, $20,000+.No construction 

there....What business will come without sewer....No motel, restaurant, strip mall...Bee good if City and 

County would work together....the folks are looking at us....wanting to move here......build business 

here.....We need the facilities to accommodate them and keep the fees down and the regulations 

sensible...The Montrose side of town has sewer.  They look prosperous.... 

 

Let's Make Delta County A Bicycle Touring Destination! 
I have been a Delta County resident for six years. My husband is a builder, I am a farmer, and we also are 

considering opening up the farm to agritourism and lodging for visitors. When my family was looking for 

our home here, one of the first things I noticed was there is very little shoulder available on the main 

roads (Hwy 133, Hwy 92, Hwy 65) for cyclists to safely travel along. I have often witnessed irate drivers 

who do not care to "share the road" with bicyclists, driving too close and honking horns. I would love to 

see bike/pedestrian lanes connecting the towns in Delta County, to facilitate safe biking in addition to 

reducing fossil fuel use for those who wish to commute via bicycle. Bicyclists have contributed much to 

our summer economy in the county, and will even more so when they have safer lanes on which to 

travel. With designated bike/pedestrian lanes and the gorgeous backdrop for biking, Delta County is sure 

to become even more of a cycling destination! 

 

Please Go Deeper To Understand What People Really Mean ... 
During the "Vision" meetings several themes were obvious. A strong expression for support of 

agriculture and a love for the land, a strong appreciation for property rights, a need for a better 

economy. Taken at face value, these things may appear to be common values and could be easily 

written into a plan without further definition. 



In my time in the County, however, I have found that each of these themes deserve a "deeper dive" to 

understand what individuals and groups really mean. A good example is the general appreciation for 

agriculture. I suggest that most people interpret this as the beauty of open land, the opportunity to have 

small family farms, the good local food that ag produces. I doubt that the majority of citizens would 

indicate that they were excited about having a CAFO or other industrial ag business on thier mesa or in 

their neighborhood. I suggest that all agriculture is not welcome in all places and that the Master Plan 

must account for respecting the family farms and make the distinction of where industry belongs. 

Contrary to the Commissioners' opinion that "Ag is Ag" there is a range of operations that must be 

defined. Recent issues with CAFOs and chicken facilities and pressure from the Farm Bureau 

(representing "big-Ag") have made citizens aware that we must be careful what we ask for. The county 

needs to stop hiding behind an emotional mis-interpretation of the "right to farm." The Master Plan 

must distinguish industrial ag from the buccolic, wholesome ideal of the family farm.  

In terms of property rights, there is a strong feeling of entitlement to private property and there is 

nothing wrong with that, if common sense prevails. However, when one property owner impacts the 

health and welfare of neighboring properties and people, there is a problem. In Delta County, citizens' 

lives and their crops have been harmed because of the obstinance of neighbors spraying toxic chemicals, 

polluting ditches, etc. On an even larger scale, industry (such as oil and gas extraction on private or 

public lands) is not restricted by the County from contaminating aquifers, groundwater or the air we 

breathe. It is the duty of the local government to protect its citizens.  

"Better economy" does not necessarily mean a "big economy." Again, if you drill down, you will that find 

folks appreciate a modest living with a good quality of life. A minorty might support extraction industries 

as a "get rich" solution -- however, the majority, particulary in the North Fork Valley, will not tolerate 

the long-term effects of industrialization that it would bring. In my humble opinion, the County should 

be encouraging small, diverse businesses that build resilience and do not re-create a boom & bust 

situation. This needs to be reflected in an overall vision for the County and detailed in land-use policy 

and economic development plans. 

Thank. you. 

 

Buzzards, Sidewinders and the Over the Hill Gang  

I really like Buzzard Gulch. I would like to see more trail systems like it developed around the County. 

I like knowing that Sidewinder is there for the local hardcore and any visitors that need to be humbled. 

It would be cool if we had an "Over The Hill Gang" (retirees, senior citizens, geezers/ets, etc) that met 

once a week for a half day and did trail building and maintence.  



Our Family Vision Of Delta County 
What we love about living in Delta County: We love how the community embraces outdoor living. There 

is a strong commitment and understanding for all things outdoors, to include agriculture. There is also 

an understanding for the importance of keeping the environment clean by protecting water and 

containing growth so as not to overextend the valley. 

Why these things are important. In our opinion, these fundamental activities are required for a peaceful, 

happy existence. 

How these things affect us, personally. These are the reasons that we moved back to the valley after 

years of living in different cities and states. This way of life is not widely available everywhere and is 

rapidly disappearing in most areas due to overpopulation and overexploitation activities which have 

been shown to pollute our air, water and soil. 

Our biggest concern for the county at this point is the destruction of our resources. The environment, 

mainly water, is at the top of the list. Water is life and the valley has a precious, limited amount. 

Without active oversight, these things are subject to destruction and total loss in the name of short term 

energy and profit. We do want growth for Delta County, but not at the expense of our environment. This 

valley has a rich history of agriculture that should not be changed or lost. 

What would be nice to see for the future of Delta County is agricultural growth and the implementation 

of clean energy for us all. We would like Delta County to become the leading county in Colorado for 

clean, renewable energy. We would also like Delta County to become a hot spot for organic agri-tourism 

which would encompass not only area farms but also the rich arts district that we have become. 

 

 


